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Abstract
Shell-closure is critical to the repair of CAD-models described in the .STL file-format,
the de facto solid freeform fabrication industry-standard. Polyhedral CAD-models that
do not exhibit shell-closure, i.e. have cracks, holes, or gaps, do not constitute valid solids
and frequently cause problems during fabrication. This paper describes a solution for
achieving shell-closure of polyhedral CAD-models. The solution accommodates non-
manifold conditions, and guarantees orientable shells. There are several topologically
ambiguous situations that might arise during the shell-closure process, and the solution
applies intuitively pleasing heuristics in these cases.
1 Introduction
It is critical that the CAD-models used in solid freeform fabrication (SFF) are robust
to avoid failure during manufacturing. Unfortunately, CAD-models described in the .STL
file-format [1], the de facto industry standard, frequently lack this robustness [2, 3, 4].
Typical problems include punctured shells, inconsistent facet-orientations, and internal
walls and structures.
With the .STL file-format, the CAD-model solid is defined by its surface, Le. the
solid is defined by a closed shell enclosing its material. If this shell is punctured (i.e.
open), then it can no longer properly contain the material, and this consequently causes
the failures commonly associated with cracks, gaps, and holes (Figure 1.1). Similar
problems arise when the facet-orientations across a shell are inconsistent. This too causes
uncertainty regarding what side of the shell contains material. Finally, structural problems
might arise from internal walls and structures within the solid. These internal features
can create irregularities in the solidified material during the processing. For instance,
with stereolithography [5] and selective laser sintering (SLS) [6], excess amounts of
unsolidified material might get trapped inside the solidified matrix, and consequently
result in uncontrolled shrinkage and surface warping (Figure 1.2).
The .STL file-format is capable of representing a robust, well-formed solid. Unfor-
tunately, contemporary CAD-systems frequently fail to achieve this goal. There are two
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Figure 1.1 Shell-punctures causes the laser to produce
stray scan-vectors.
Figure 1.2 Internal walls cause structural
discontinuities that can lead to excessive
shrinkage.
design environments currently available for CAD; solid- and surface-modelers. Solid-
modelers generally avoid punctured shells, but frequently generate needless internal walls
and structures, and inconsistent orientations. In addition to these problems, surface-
modelers frequently fail to properly mate adjacent surfaces; this results in punctured
shells.
These problems are commonly resolved by the SFF-equipment operators prior to
fabrication. The operator might attempt to edit the .STL file directly, or, if available,
edit the original CAD-model to eliminate the problems. However, manual model repair
becomes excessively expensive when the number of facets reaches 10,000 to 100,000+,
and the number of errors run into the hundreds. This has lead to the development of
automatic CAD-model repair.
Brock Rooney & Associates [7] perform limited CAD-model repair in their .STL
translators, ensuring that their .STL output does not contain punctured shells. Their pro-
prietary shell-closure solution is not complete. It does not handle orientability-problems
satisfactorily, and it has limited success with certain simple structures. However, they
report few problems in general with their .STL output when run on the software-robust
stereolithography process of 3D Systems, Inc. In the rare cases where their shell-closure
algorithms fails, the CAD-model must either be regenerated at the design-level, or be
repaired manually as described above.
3D Systems, Inc. [8] provides its customers with a limited, proprietary model-repair
facility. It too is intended to ensure that the model does not fail during fabrication, or
if the repair fails, to provide indications to where it must be repaired manually. The
program attempts to repair simple orientation problems, minor punctures, and facet-
intersections, but leaves internal walls, and fails for large punctures and non-orientable
shells. It performs the repair under the restriction of several user-specified parameters,
and if these are set too conservatively, an intermediate result is generated. This output
can be processed iteratively until a valid, though not necessarily correct result occurs.
The basic problem of CAD-model repair is that of inferring information that has been
lost somewhere in the design process. While it might be easy in some cases to detect the
presence of a problem, it is frequently impossible to determine with certainty what the
correct solution is. This is especially true if the designer's intent is lost. Without it, an
educated guess must be made whenever an ambiguity is encountered. The goal of our
work is to match the quality of manual repair that is performed without the knowledge
of the designer's intent.
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\Figure 2.1 A non-manifold condition can be viewed locally as a set of two-manifold conditions.
2 Shell-Closure
This paper presents a complete solution for shell-closure of polyhedral shells. In
doing so, it also solves the orientability problems, and it simplifies the complexity of the
model-topology for more efficient processing during fabrication. In particular, it ensures a
pseudo two-manifold topological organization of the facets to facilitate high-speed slicing
[4, 9]. This topological organization also simplifies the subsequent resolution of shell-
intersection and shell-nesting problems, which are necessary for the removal of needless
internal walls.
A (two-) manifold structure is homeomorphic to a two-dimensional disk at every
point across its surface, i.e., each such point has a neighborhood that is topologically
equivalent to a two-dimensional disk. A non-manifold structure violates this constraint;
two cubes that touch along a common edge is one such example. However, if the facets
at a non-manifold location are paired up properly, then this situation can be described as
a set of (pseudo) two-manifold conditions [10] (Figure 2.1).
Our solution for shell-closure follows a three-stage strategy: First, we identify the
lamina edges. Second, we combined these edges into closed, non-self-intersecting loops
of boundary-curves; commonly known as directed Jordan curves. And finally, we create
lids that fit these Jordan curves and that close the open shells.
3 Lamina Edges
A lamina edge is generally considered a special case of a non-manifold edge; it
has only a single adjacent face [11]. Lamina edges are of interest because they make
up the boundaries of the shell-punctures, and of the corresponding lids which we will
create to close the shells. However, if the definition of a lamina edge is generalized,
in particular generalizing the definition of a puncture, then we can expand the use of
creating lids for shell-closure to also solve erroneous facet-orientations and complicated
non-manifold conditions.
Expanded definition: A lamina edge exists along each face-edge that does not mate
and pair properly this particular face with any other face along this edge. These lamina
edges can be found as follows: Let all face-edges be candidates for lamina edges. Then,
for each face-edge, attempt to find an adjacent face of compatible orientation such that
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Figure 4.1 Simple, self-connecting
loop (unambiguous).
Figure 4.3 Cyclic with single direct returns.
Figure 4.2 Linear combination (unambiguous).
Figure 4.4 Cyclic with multiple direct returns.
Figure 4.5 Trivial and nontrivial cases of cyclic with non-direct returns.
by two endpoints that might coincide. This can be achieved as follows: Initially, consider
each lamina edge as an arc. Then, iteratively, for each vertex with only two adjacent
arcs, merge those two arcs into a single arc, causing this vertex to no longer have an
adjacent arc. The final set of arcs form a set of directed graphs (as defined in graph
theory [12]) of various complexities that describe the shell-puncture boundaries, and
these puncture-boundaries must be separated prior to lid-creation.
We have identified five classes of puncture-boundaries of increasing identification-
complexity, which when combined, form the above mentioned sets of directed graphs.
Among these classes, three occur in our industrial .STL test-suite, while the remaining
two, the most complex classes, persist as unobserved possibilities: The most trivial class
of all is the simple combination; a single self-connecting arc. It is unambiguous and
trivial to detect, and it forms a complete puncture-boundary by itself (Figure 4.1).
The linear combination is also unambiguous; two arcs that are adjacent to the same
shell and that form a closed loop. These arcs form a link between two separate subgraphs,
each of which is less complex that their combination (Figure 4.2).
The remaining three classes are ambiguous because they offer multiple closed-loop
alternatives, and because the Jordan curves are located in three-dimensional space rather
than in a simplifying two-dimensional plane. Fortunately, one can make some reasonable,
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Figure 5.1 Lid-creation by iterative removal of the vertex with the smallest angle.
•
Figure 5.2 Iterative post-processing to improve the quality of the lid-surface.
5 Creating Lids
The task of creating lids is greatly simplified once the corresponding directed Jordan
curves have been identified: The puncture is closed by an iterative algorithm that
decrements the Jordan curve by eliminating one vertex at a time; the vertex is eliminated
from further consideration by adding a facet that spans it and its two neighboring vertices
along the shrinking Jordan curve. At each iteration, we remove the vertex along the
Jordan curve that spans the smallest angle with its two neighboring vertices along the
remaining, decremented Jordan curve (Figure 5.1). This avoids the clearly undesirable
splitting of angles, and it will in general produce excellent results, especially for long
narrow punctures which abound in industrial .STL files [7, 8].
However, this heuristic algorithm is not without drawbacks. It is a time-local
algorithm in that it finds the best selection at any given time, without keeping the
overall optimal solution in mind. An example of this is the selection of the third
facet in Figure 5.1; it forces the subsequent undesirable creation of facet number four.
Fortunately, such problems are easily rectified with a simple, inexpensive iterative post-
processing step as illustrated in Figure 5.2: For each adjacent pair of lid-facets, flip their
common diagonal edge if this increases their minimum facet-angle.
A more serious problem is the difficulty of finding the angles spanned about the
vertices. While angles between vectors in 3D-space are in the range 0-180 degrees, it
is clear, from the 2D-plane, that the angles between facet-edges are in the range 0-360
degrees. It turns out, however, that a conservative decision to assign the range 180-360
degrees to a vertex whenever there is a doubt to which half of the total range it belongs
to, simply postpones its elimination. Eventually, one of the vertex's neighboring vertices
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Orientation Discontinuity
Figure 5.3 Cutting a non-orientable Mobius-strip along its orientation-discontinuity, results in a orientable panel.
will be eliminated, and its angles must be recomputed. Usually, this clarifies the situation,
and the vertex might be assigned the range 0-180 degrees instead.
It is interesting to note that the above lid-creation algorithm is capable of creating a
non-orientable shell if the open shell is non-orientable. An example of this would be the
closure of a Mobius-strip. However, with our definition of lamina edges, non-orientable
shells are cut such that they become orientable prior to lid-creation. In particular, the
Mobius-strip becomes a simple panel (Figure 5.3). As a consequence, since the lid-
creation algorithm maintains the directionality of the diminishing Jordan curves, we are
guaranteed to maintain orientability throughout the shell-closure; and more importantly,
the final closed shells are therefore always orientable.
6 Conclusions
This paper has presented a complete solution for shell-closure of polyhedral shells,
the first step towards well-formed and manufacturable solids. The solution is based on
topological principals, and consequently resolves orientability and non-manifold problems
in addition to eliminating shell-punctures (i.e. cracks, holes, and gaps). As a result, the
facet-model output consists entirely of closed, orientable shells, and the resulting facet-
models can therefore be viewed as a set of two-manifold shells.
This topological organization simplifies the subsequent resolution of shell-intersection
and shell-nesting problems, and it is a prerequisite for the detection and removal of zero-
volume parts and other needless internal walls that create structural discontinuities in the
fabricated parts.
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